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With the aid of some symplectic transformations, the existence of subharmonic
Ž .solutions of the second order Hamiltonian system yx s V t, x is considered,¨ x
< <where the potential V is subquadratic in x as x goes to infinity and can change
sign with respect to t. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
The existence of periodic and subharmonic solutions of the Hamiltonian
system
yx s V t , x , 1.1Ž . Ž .¨ x
where x g Rn, has been extensively studied in the past two decades. When
the potential V is positive at infinity, there are many existence results of
wsuch solutions for both subquadratic and superquadratic potential, see 4,
x18 and the references therein. The case that V changes sign in t and is
Ž .superquadratic in x, some existence results for periodic solutions of 1.1
Ž w x.has also been obtained by several authors see 1]3, 5]8, 12, 13 .
In this paper, we consider the case that the potential V is subquadratic
which can change sign in t. Some existence results of periodic and
Ž .subharmonic solutions for 1.1 will be given. In the case of n s 1, we will
further give some results for the existence of Aubry]Mather sets, which
correspond to quasiperiodic solutions in the generalized sense, by the
Aubry]Mather theory.
1 Supported by NNSF of China and Ministry of Education of China.
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Throughout this paper, we will assume that the potential V consists of
Ž . Ž . Ž .two parts, V t, x s V t, x q V t, x , where both V and V are 1-peri-1 2 1 2
odic in t, V is positive at infinity, and V changes sign when t varies.1 2
1 Ž .Furthermore, we suppose that V satisfies H V t, x dt s 0. It turns out2 0 2, x
that with this condition, the problem caused by the changing sign of the
potential can be easily overcome by introducing a time dependent symplec-
tic transformation, which is 1-periodic with respect to time. Combining
with other symplectic transformations enables us to deduce our results
from some known existence results.
The main results of this paper are the following theorems.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let V t, x s V t, x q V t, x . Suppose that V and V1 2 1 2
satisfy following conditions:
Ž . 1V1 V g C , there are positi¤e constants a , a , and a with 1 )1 1 2 1
a ) 0 such that1
a1< <V t , x F a x q a , ; t , x ,Ž . Ž .1, x 1 2
V t , xŽ .1
lim s q‘ uniformly in t .< x < “‘ Ž3 a q1.r21< <x
Ž . 2 1 Ž .V2 V g C , H V t, x dt s 0, and there are positi¤e constants a2 0 2, x 3
Ž .and a with a F 1 q a r2 such that2 2 1
a y12< < < <V t , x F a x , x 4 1,Ž .2, x x 3
2
V s, xŽ .2, x
lim s 0 uniformly in s, t .< x < “‘ V t , xŽ .1
Ž .Then for any positi¤e integer k, 1.1 has a k-periodic solution x such thatk
Ž < Ž . < < Ž . <.max x t q x t “ q‘ as k “ q‘.˙t k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let V t, x s V t, x q V t, x . Assume that the follow-1 2
ing conditions hold:
Ž . 1V1 9 V g C and there are positi¤e constants a , a , a , m, and r with1 1 2 1
mm - 2 and a F such that1 2
< < < < a1V F a x q a ; t , x ,Ž .1, x 1 2
< <0 - V t , x ? x F mV t , x , x G r ,Ž . Ž .1, x 1
lim V t , x s q‘ uniformly in t .Ž .< x < “q‘ 1
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Ž . 2 1 Ž .V2 9 V g C , H V t, x dt s 0, and there are positi¤e constants a2 0 2, x 3
mand a with a F such that2 2 2
a y12< < < <V t , x F a x , x 4 1,Ž .2, x x 3
2 2
V s, x q V s, x ? xŽ . Ž .2, x 2, x x
lim s 0 uniformly in s, t .< x < “q‘ V t , xŽ .1
Then the same conclusion as that of Theorem 1.1 holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .Conditions V1 and V2 or V1 9 and V2 9 imply that V s V q V is1 2
< < < <subquadratic in x as x “ q‘ and V is positive for x large. But the1
function V can change sign as t varies.2
Ž Ž .. Ž .As a consequence of the above theorems, for a potential a q b t V x ,
we have
Ž . 2 Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Let V x g C and a ) 0 be a positi¤e number, let b t
1 Ž .be continuous, and let H b t dt s 0. Assume that V satisfies0
Ž . Ž .V There are constants a , a , 0 - a - 1, a F 1 q a r2, a ,1 2 1 2 1 2
and a such that3
a a y11 2< < < < < <V x F a x q a , V x F a x x 4 1.Ž . Ž .x 1 2 x x 3
2
V x V xŽ . Ž .x
< <“ 0, “ q‘ as x “ ‘.Ž3a q1.r21V x < <Ž . x
Then the same conclusions as in Theorem 1.1 hold.
Remark 1.1. A typical potential which satisfies the above conditions is
Ž . < <1qa < <V x s x , x 4 1, for y1 - a - 1.
The proof of the theorems is based on two elementary symplectic
transformations and an existence result of subharmonic solutions by Silva.
The first transformation is time dependent, which eliminates the sign
changing part V of the potential V. The second one is time independent,2
which transforms a subquadratic second order Hamiltonian system into a
subquadratic first order Hamiltonian system.
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS
Ž .We first write 1.1 in Hamiltonian form,
yx s H t , x , y , y s H t , x , y , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙y x
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1 2Ž . < < Ž . Ž .with H t, x, y s y q V t, x . It is well known that 2.1 is invariant2
with respect to symplectic transformations. Thus, let f be a diffeomor-
phism of R2 n such that
n n
f : X , Y “ x , y , dy n dx s dY n dX .Ž . Ž . Ý Ýi i i i
1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then x, y is a solution of 2.1 if and only if X, Y solves
˙ ˙yX s K t , X , Y , Y s K t , X , Y 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Y X
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..with K t, X, Y s H t, x X, Y , y X, Y . If f is a family of symplectict
transformations, then we need to add the new Hamiltonian K, a correction
term, because of the time dependence of f .t
2Ž 1 n. Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let V g C R = R such that V t, x s V t q 1, x ,
1 Ž .H V t, x dt s 0. For fixed t, let0 x
f : X , Y “ x , yŽ . Ž .t
be defined by
t
x s X , y s Y q V s, X ds. 2.3Ž . Ž .H X
0
Ž 2 n n .Then f is a symplectic transformation of R ,Ý dx n dy which trans-t 1 i i
forms the Hamiltonian system
yx s H t , x , y , y s H t , x , y q V t , x 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙y x x
into
˙ ˙yX s K t , X , Y , Y s K t , X , Y 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Y X
Ž . Ž t Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž ..with K t, X, Y s H t, X, Y q H V s, X ds ; i.e., X t , Y t is a solution0 X
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .of 2.5 if and only if x t , y t s f X t , Y t is a solution of 2.4 .t
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..Moreo¤er x t , y t is k-periodic if and only if X t , Y t is k-periodic.
Proof. The fact that f is a symplectic transformation follows fromt
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .direct computation. Suppose X t , Y t is a solution of 2.5 . Then we
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have
˙yx s X t s K t , X , YŽ . Ž .˙ Y
t
s H t , X , Y q V s, X ds s H t , x , y .Ž . Ž .Hy X yž /0
t˙ ˙y s Y q V t , X t q V s, X t ds ? X tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .˙ HX X X
0
t
s H t , X , Y q V t , X ds q V t , XŽ . Ž .Hx X Xž /0
t t
q V s, X ds H t , X , Y q V t , X dsŽ . Ž .H HX X y Xž /0 0
t ˙q V s, X ds X tŽ . Ž .H X X
0
s H t , x , y q V t , x .Ž . Ž .x x
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Hence x t , y t solves 2.4 . The proof of the other part is the same. The
1 Ž .periodicity is a consequence of H V t, x dt s 0.0 x
Now we turn to the proof of the main theorems. Let
1 2< <H t , x , y s y q V t , x q V t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 22
1 Ž .Assume that H V t, x dt s 0; then by Lemma 2.1,0 2, x
yx s H t , x , y , y s H t , x , yŽ . Ž .˙ ˙y x
is equivalent to
yx s K t , x , y , y s K t , x , y 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙y x
1 2tŽ . < Ž . < Ž .with K t, x, y s y q H V s, x ds q V t, x . Thus the sign changing0 2, x 12
Ž .part V t, x disappears. However, the new Hamiltonian K is not sub-2
Ž .quadratic in x, y . Using a symplectic transformation given by the follow-
w x Ž .ing proposition, which is proved in 9 , we will show that 2.6 is equivalent
to a Hamiltonian system which is subquadratic in the usual sense.
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any 0 - l - 2, there is a symplectic transforma-
Ž 2 n n . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..tion c of R ,Ý dx n dy , c X, Y s x X, Y , y X, Y such that0 i i
x cX , cY s c2yl x X , Y , y cX , cY s cl y X , YŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < 2 < < 2for c G 1, X q Y G 1.
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The role of this proposition is to adjust the growth rate of Hamiltonian
Ž . Ž .H t, x, y . It is useful in dealing with Hamiltonian H t, x, y which has
different growth rates in x and y. There is another approach to dealing
Ž w x.with periodic solutions for such Hamiltonian systems see 5 . It is shown
w xin 9 that some Hamiltonian systems can be transformed into sub-
Ž .quadratic or superquadratic Hamiltonian systems in the usual sense. In
Ž . Ž .particular, 1.1 is equivalent to a first order Hamiltonian system 2.1 with
Ž . ŽH being subquadratic or superquadratic if V is subquadratic or su-
.perquadratic .
Set
2
t1K t , x , y s y q V s, x ds q V t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2, x 12
0
1 Ž . Ž . ŽSince H V s, x ds s 0, K is 1-periodic in t. Now let l s 2 1 q a r 30 2, x 1
. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..q a - 1 and c X, Y s x X, Y , y X, Y be the transformation given1
Ž .by Proposition 2.1. Then 2.6 is transformed into
˙ ˙yX s K t , X , Y , Y s K t , X , Y 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .1, Y 1, X
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .with K t, X, Y s K t, x X, Y , y X, Y . Set Z s X, Y , a s 2l y 1 s1
Ž . Ž .1 q 3a r 3 q a , as 0 - a - 1, we have 0 - a - 1. In order to prove1 1 1
Ž .Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove the same conclusion for 2.7 .
LEMMA 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, there are positi¤e
constants b and b such that1 2
a< <K t , Z F b Z q b ; t , Z .Ž . Ž .1, Z 1 2
K t , ZŽ .1
lim s q‘ uniformly in t .< Z < “‘ 2 a< <Z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let K t, X, Y s K t, X, Y q h t, X, Y with1 2
21K t , X , Y s y X , Y q V t , x X , Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 12
t
h t , X , Y s y X , Y ? V s, x X , Y dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2, x
0
2
t1q V s, x X , Y ds .Ž .Ž .H 2, x2
0
< < Ž . Ž .For Z G 1, the homogeneity of x X, Y , y X, Y implies
< < < <1yl < < < < ly1x F c Z , y F c ZZ Z
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Ž . Ž .for some constant c ) 0. Hence conditions V1 and V2 imply
< < < < < <K t , X , Y F y y q V t , x X , Y xŽ . Ž .Ž .2, Z Z 1, x Z
< < aF b Z q b ,1 2
a< <h t , Z F b Z q bŽ .Z 1 2
Ž .for some constants b and b . From condition V2 , we know there is a1 2
constant b ) 0 such that
2
t21 1< <K t , Z G y y V s, x X , Y ds q V t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 2, x 14 2
0
1G K t , Z y b.Ž .22
Ž . Ž . Ž .The homogeneity of x X, Y , y X, Y and condition V1 then lead to the
conclusion that
K t , ZŽ .2
< <“ q‘ as Z “ ‘.2 a< <Z
This finishes the proof of the lemma.
With this lemma, Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of the
w xfollowing result of Silva 19 .
Ž . 1PROPOSITION 2.2. Let z s x, y and H g C satisfy
Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 H t, z s H t q 1, z .
Ž . Ž .H2 There are constants c , c ) 0 and a g 0, 1 such that1 2
a< <H t , z F c z q c ; t , z .Ž . Ž .z 1 2
H t , z H t , zŽ . Ž .
H3 Either lim s y‘ or lim s q‘Ž . < z < “‘ < z < “‘2 a 2 a< < < <z z
uniformly in t. Then for any positi¤e integer k, there is a k-periodic solution zk
of
x s H t , x , y , yy s H t , x , yŽ . Ž .˙ ˙y x
5 5such that z “ q‘ as k “ q‘.‘k
Ž .If H3 is replaced by
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xH4 either lim H t, z z y 2 H t, z s y‘ or˙< z < “‘ z
lim H t , z z y 2 H t , z s q‘,Ž . Ž .˙z
< <z “‘
uniformly in t, then the same conclusion holds.
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The proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to that of Theorem 1.1; it follows
from Lemma 2.3 and the second part of Proposition 2.2. Set l s 2mr
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..m q 2 . As m - 2, we have l - 1. Let x X, Y , y X, Y be the sym-
Ž .plectic transformation given by Proposition 2.1 and let K t, X, Y s1
Ž Ž . Ž ..K t, x X, Y , y X, Y be as in Lemma 2.2.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Let V and V satisfy the conditions V1 9 and V2 9. Then1 2
there are positi¤e constants b , b , and a with 0 - a - 1 such that1 2
Ž . < Ž . < < < a1 K t, Z F b Z q b .1, Z 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < Ž2 0 - K t, Z ? Z F m9K t, Z , Z 4 1, for m9 with 4mr 2 q1, Z 1
.m - m9 - 2.
Ž . Ž . < <3 K t, Z “ q‘ as Z “ ‘ uniformly in t.1
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 is similar to that of Lemma 2.2. 3 is easy to verify. Now we
Ž .prove 2 . As before, let
21K t , X , Y s y X , Y q V t , x X , Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 12
t
h t , X , Y s y X , Y ? V s, x X , Y dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2, x
0
2
t1q V s, x X , Y ds .Ž .Ž .H 2, x2
0
< <Then we have for Z G 1,
2m
< <K t , Z ? Z F K t , Z , Z 4 1.Ž . Ž .2, Z 2m q 2
h t , Z ? ZŽ .Z
t t
s y ? Z ? V s, x X , Y ds q y ? V s, x ds ? x ? ZŽ . Ž .Ž .H HZ 2, x 2, x x Z
0 0
t t
q V t , x ? V s, x ds ? x ? ZŽ . Ž .H H2, x 2, x x Z
0 0
t t
s l y ? V s, x ds q 2 y l y ? V s, x ds ? xŽ . Ž . Ž .H H2, x 2, x x
0 0
t t
q 2 y l V s, x ds ? V s, x ds ? x .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2, x 2, x x
0 0
Ž . Ž .Now conclusion 2 is an easy consequence of V2 9.
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Remark 2.1. Our results hold for more general Hamiltonian systems.
Indeed, what is important in our approach is the asymptotical behavior of
1 2Ž . < < Ž . Ž .the Hamiltonian H t, x, y s y q V t, x q V t, x near infinity. For1 22
< < 2 Ž . < < 2 < <example, y can be replaced by a function g y that looks like y as y
Ž . Ž . Ž .goes to infinity. Similar results hold for H t, x, y s g y q V t, x q1
1 bŽ . Ž . < < < <V t, x , where g y s y for y 4 1 and b ) 1.2 b
3. AUBRY]MATHER SETS IN DIMENSION 2
In this section, we show that, under some additional conditions on the
potential V, for small and positive rotation numbers, there exist Aubry]
Mather sets for 2-dimensional Hamiltonian system
yx s y , y s V t , x q h t , x , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙ x x
Ž . 2 Ž .where x, y g R . An Aubry]Mather set for 3.1 with rotation number v
Ž .is an invariant set of the Poincare map of 3.1 , which is homeomorphic
either to S1 or to a Cantor set of S1, and the Poincare map restricts to this
invariant set is the rotation with rotation number v. Such an invariant set
corresponds to a family of quasiperiodic solutions with the same rotation
Ž .number for 3.1 . The existence of Aubry]Mather sets for monotone twist
area preserving maps of the cylinder S1 = R1 was developed by Aubry and
Mather independently in the early eighties. This is now called the
Ž w x.Aubry]Mather theory see 15 .
Ž .The existence of Aubry]Mather sets for 3.1 has been investigated in
w xthe last few years, see 10, 11, 16, 17 for the case that V is positive near
w xinfinity, and the Aubry]Mather sets are found near infinity. In 14 , sign
changing potential is considered, and it is shown that Aubry]Mather sets,
as well as invariant curves, exist near the origin for small positive rotation
Ž . Ž Ž .. < < 2 nq2 Ž . 1 Ž .numbers if V t, x s a q b t x q h t, x , a ) 0, H b t dt s 0, n0
< <G 1, h and b are 1-periodic in t, and h is a higher order term as x “ 0.
Ž .This leads to the stability of the equilibrium 0, 0 . Indeed, a ) 0 is also a
Ž . w xnecessary condition for 0, 0 being stable, see 14 .
In the following we consider subquadratic potential and will show that
there exist Aubry]Mather sets for small positive rotation number near the
infinity. The proof is based on following proposition which is proved in
w x10 . It is a consequence of the Aubry]Mather theory for monotone twist
maps on the cylinder with finite twist.
Ž . 2PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K t, r, u g C satisfy
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 K t q 1, r, u s K t, r, u s K t, r, u q 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 K t, r, u - 0, lim K t, r, u s 0.r r r “q‘ r
Ž . Ž .3 lim K t, r, u s q‘.r “q‘
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Ž .Then there is an e ) 0 such that for v g 0, e , there exists an
Ž .Aubry]Mather set M v for
˙yr s K t , r , u , u s K t , r , u ,Ž . Ž .˙ u r
pro¤ided the maximal existence inter¤al of the abo¤e equation is R for any
Ž .initial data r , u . Moreo¤er,0 0
inf r r , u g M v “ q‘ as v “ 0q . 4Ž . Ž .
w x w xWe will prove Theorem 3.1 in the manner along the idea of 12 , 13 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let V g C 3 and satisfy:
Ž .V3 There are positi¤e constants c, c9, and a - 2 such that
2 < <2V x x y aV x x F ycV x , x 4 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .x x x
< < a < <V x F c9 x , x 4 1, lim V x s q‘.Ž . Ž .< x < “‘
22 2 2V x q V x x q V x xŽ . Ž . Ž .x x x x x x
V4 lim s 0.Ž . < x < “‘ V xŽ .
Ž .Then there is an e ) 0 such that for v g 0, e , there is an Aubry]Mather set
Ž .M v with rotation number v for
yx s y , y s a q b t V x 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˙ ˙ x
Ž . 1 Ž .pro¤ided a ) 0 and b t is continuous satisfying H b t dt s 0.0
Ž . < < a < <Remark 3.1. It is easy to see that V x s x , for x 4 1 and 0 - a -
2, satisfies the conditions.
Ž . Ž .Proof. With conditions V3 and V4 , it is easy to see that any solution
Ž . Ž .of 3.2 is defined on R. By Lemma 2.1, 3.2 can be transformed into
yx s H t , x , y , y s H t , x , y 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙y x
1 2tŽ . < Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .with H t, x, y s y q H b s ds V x q aV x . Now let R, u be the0 x2
2  4polar coordinate of R R 0 and let
Ž .2r 2qaR
2x R , u s a u cos 2pu ,Ž . Ž .ž /2p
Ž .ar 2qaR
ay R , u s a u sin 2pu ,Ž . Ž .ž /2p
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where
Ž .1r 2qa2 q a
a u s .Ž . 2 2ž /2 cos 2pu q a sin 2pu
Ž .Then R, u satisfies
dR n du s dx n dy.
Ž . 2  4Thus 3.3 in R R 0 is equivalent to
˙ ˙yR s K t , R , u , u s K t , R , u , 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .u R
1 2tŽ . < Ž . Ž . < Ž .where K t, R, u s y q H b s ds V x q aV x , R ) 0.0 x2
LEMMA 3.1. The function K satisfies
Ž . Ž .1 lim K t, R, u s q‘.R “‘
Ž . Ž .2 K t, R, u - 0 if R 4 1.R R
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 lim K t, R, u s 0 uniformly in t, u .R “‘ R
Ž . 1Now we pick up a function K t, R, u , which is defined on R = R = S1
and 1-periodic in t, and, for R 4 1,
K t , R , u - 0, K t , R , u s K t , R , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .1, R R 1
By Proposition 3.1, we know that for v ) 0 and small,
˙ ˙yR s K t , R , u , u s K t , R , u 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1, u 1, R
Ž .has an Aubry]Mather set M v with rotation number v located near
Ž . Ž .R s q‘. Hence it is also an Aubry]Mather set for 3.4 and 3.2 .
Now we prove Lemma 3.1, which consists of elementary computations.
Ž .1 immediately follows from the conditions. For simplicity, let a s 1. First,
we have
1
2y q V xŽ .ž /2 R R
2
y2 2 2s y R 2 y a a y q aV x x y 2V x xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x x x22 q aŽ .
2
y2 2F y R 2 y a a y q cV x y aŽ . Ž .Ž .122 q aŽ .
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for some constant a .1
yV x s y V x q 2 y x V x q y V x x 2 q V xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x R R x R R x x x x x R x x R RR R
s Ry2 c yV x q c yV x ? x q c yV x ? x 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 x 2 x x 3 x x x
where c , i s 1, 2, 3 are constants depending only on a . Similarly, therei
are such constants b , i s 1, 2, 3 satisfyingi
2
V xŽ .Ž .x R R
s Ry2 b V 2 x q b V x ? V x ? x q b V x ? V x ? x 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 x x 2 x x x 3 x x x x
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus conditions V3 and V4 show that the sign of K t, R, u isR R
1 2Ž Ž ..determined by that of y q V x , which is negative sinceR R2
lim 2 y a a y2 q cV x y a s q‘ uniformly in t , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R “q‘ 1
Finally,
K t , R , uŽ .
lim K t , R , u s lim s 0Ž .R “‘ R R “‘ R
Ž . Ž .by V3 and V4 . This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1, hence that of
Theorem 3.1.
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